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MEMORANDUM

City of East Lansing
PLANNING, BUILDING &
DEVELOPMENT
410 Abbot Road
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 319-6930
www.cityofeastlansing.com

TO:

Steering Committee Members

FROM:

Darcy C. Schmitt, Planning and Zoning Administrator
Timothy R. Schmitt, AICP¸ Community Development Analyst
Lori Mullins, Community Development Administrator

DATE:

February 21, 2014

SUBJECT:

Urban Form

At the January Steering Committee meeting the Committee discussed the current
goals, objectives, and actions as they relate to Urban Form. Urban Form – focuses
on policies that consider the physical shape and structure of the city as it is formed
by buildings, streets, land uses, art and aesthetic choices made by past and present
residents. As discussed at the meeting, urban form and form-based code are closely
related however the Steering Committee’s discussions and recommendations will
not necessarily lead to the development of a form-based code. Some of the key
points that this committee should discuss through this process are, but not limited
to:










Public spaces(how do they function, feel, and look)
Signage(scale, materials, locations)
Street amenities(benches, bike racks, fountains)
Transportation shelters(what do they look like, where are they located)
Urban Housing(density, height, style)
Commercial Buildings(height, density, first floor fenestration, materials)
Parking(structures, lots, on street) what does it look like
Streets(width, tree spacing, crossing locations)
Urban Art

During the November meeting the Committee began describing these elements
during the brainstorming exercise. These are the spontaneous responses that came
out of this exercise:
Questions 1:
When you think of an urban environment, what characteristics or elements of
a space do you associate with a welcoming environment?
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Summary of Responses
A welcoming urban environment has:
 well defined gathering spaces with sun and shade
 buildings of varying height and architectural style with windows on the street
 wide sidewalks to accommodate plazas and outdoor seating for diners
 activities/entertainment that supports vibrancy and sense of place
 a balance of landscape and hardscape
 Congestion caused by narrow streets and slow traffic
Question 2:
When you think of an urban environment, what characteristics or elements do you
associate with an undesirable environment?
Summary of Responses
An Urban environment that is undesirable:
 is automobile dominated with large parking areas
 has unwelcoming windowless building facades
 lacks green space
 has uniform buildings
 has poorly maintained public spaces
 feels unsafe because it is dark or not pedestrian friendly
What three specific urban areas should the City focus on for redevelopment or
revitalization in the next ten years?




Trowbridge Road
Downtown
Michigan Avenue and Grand River Avenue underutilized sites between Harrison and
Hagadorn

These responses begin to describe the type of urban form that the City wants and doesn’t want.
Since urban form relies heavily on the visual it is important to include graphics and pictures of
spaces, building, streets, and so forth that demonstrate these desires in the Comprehensive Plan
update. In order to get a clearer picture of how these responses translate visually, we will begin
to look pictures and graphics to delve deeper into the details of urban form as it relates to East
Lansing.
Based on some of the comments at the January meeting we have attached a few articles for your
review in preparation for the February meeting. Please come prepared to elaborate on the
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responses from the November meeting. We will have photographs and graphics to discuss and
would welcome everyone bringing photographs of places that they have been that could be
translated to fit East Lansing’s character.

WWW.PLANNINGMI.ORG
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The Michigan Land Use Leadership Council (MLULC)
recognizes the importance of training, education, and
knowledge as the means and methods of managing
land use change and community development.
The MLULC’s 2003 ﬁnal report includes
recommendations for planning and development
regulation and encourages a public education
campaign that includes concepts to help citizens
better understand the implications of the continuation
of land use trends and the beneﬁts of better planned
development in general. Additionally, it includes
the speciﬁc beneﬁts of alternative design schemes
that focus on density rather than minimum lot sizes
including: density-based zoning, new urbanism, and
diverse socio-economic development patterns.
In an effort to continue the momentum and application
of the MLULC’s recommendations, this issue of
Smart Growth Tactics focuses on form-based codes
(an outgrowth of new urbanism). A form-based code
is a land development regulatory tool that places
primary emphasis on the physical form of the built
environment with the end goal of producing a speciﬁc
type of “place.” The base principle of form-based
coding is that design is more important than use.
Where conventional zoning controls land use and
focuses on separating land uses, form-based coding
focuses on form as it relates to streetscape and
adjacent uses.
This issue will provide: an overview of the principles
associated with form-based codes; a discussion on
the differences between conventional zoning and
form-based codes; and introduce the structure of
form-based codes and the process to developing
form-based codes. The article will additionally provide
examples of Michigan communities utilizing formbased codes and the potential pitfalls associated with
their use.
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Form-based codes –
new approach to zoning
FORM-BASED CODES
AN EFFECTIVE TOOL
FOR SMART GROWTH
!S¬PART¬OF¬3MART¬'ROWTH¬
STRATEGIES ¬COMMUNITIES¬ARE¬
EXAMINING¬DEVELOPMENT¬
REGULATIONS¬TO¬DETERMINE¬
THE¬EXTENT¬TO¬WHICH¬THE¬
EXISTING¬REGULATIONS¬MAY¬
BE¬POSING¬AN¬OBSTACLE¬TO¬
3MART¬'ROWTH¬!¬GREAT¬
DEAL¬OF¬ATTENTION¬IS¬PAID¬
TOWARDS¬HOW¬DEVELOPMENT¬
REGULATIONS¬HAVE¬SHAPED¬
Communities such as Grand Rapids are using form-based
OUR¬COMMUNITIES¬¬
codes to document the urban fabric of their community
and develop regulations that ensure that the most
!N¬EVALUATION¬OF¬
DEVELOPMENT¬TRENDS¬AND¬ valuable qualities of the community are not only retained,
but that new development ﬁts into the character of the
THE¬ZONING¬REQUIREMENTS¬ neighborhood, as well.
OF¬MANY¬COMMUNITIES¬
IDENTIlED¬SERIOUS¬
TO¬ADDRESS¬THESE¬PROBLEMS¬THROUGH¬
PROBLEMS¬ASSOCIATED¬WITH¬UNCONTROLLED¬
SEPARATING¬INCOMPATIBLE¬USES¬AND¬
URBAN¬SPRAWL¬AND¬THE¬LOSS¬OF¬COMMUNITY¬
LIMITING¬RESIDENTIAL¬DENSITY¬(OWEVER ¬
CHARACTER¬IN¬SUBURBAN¬COMMUNITIES¬)N¬
THE¬EVOLUTION¬OF¬ZONING¬IN¬CONCERT¬WITH¬
MANY¬INSTANCES ¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
RAPID¬SUBURBANIZATION¬HAS¬HAD¬THE¬EFFECT¬
REGULATIONS¬ARE¬THE¬MAJOR¬CONTRIBUTORS¬
OF¬DISPERSING¬SUBURBAN¬DEVELOPMENT¬OVER¬
TOWARDS¬CREATING¬THE¬SPRAWLING ¬
LARGE¬AREAS¬OF¬LAND¬AND¬CREATING¬A¬HOST¬
AUTOMOBILE ORIENTED¬ENVIRONMENT¬THAT¬
OF¬PROBLEMS¬SUCH¬AS¬LOSS¬OF¬FARMLAND ¬
DOMINATES¬MANY¬-ICHIGAN¬COMMUNITIES¬¬
INCREASED¬ENVIRONMENTAL¬IMPACTS ¬GREATER¬
AUTO DEPENDENCY ¬INEFlCIENT¬PROVISION¬
:ONING¬WAS¬CREATED¬IN¬THE¬EARLY¬TH¬
OF¬PUBLIC¬SERVICES ¬AND¬LOSS¬OF¬COMMUNITY¬
CENTURY¬AS¬A¬RESPONSE¬TO¬PROBLEMS¬
CHARACTER¬WITHIN¬THE¬SUBURBS¬7HILE¬THERE¬
ASSOCIATED¬WITH¬OVERCROWDING¬IN¬
IS¬A¬RESURGENCE¬OF¬INTEREST¬IN¬OLDER ¬MORE¬
CENTRAL¬CITIES¬AND¬THE¬INTRUSION¬OF¬HEAVY¬
TRADITIONAL¬URBAN¬COMMUNITIES ¬EXISTING¬
INDUSTRY¬INTO¬RETAIL¬AND¬RESIDENTIAL¬AREAS¬
ZONING¬REGULATIONS¬MAKE¬REDEVELOPMENT¬
$EVELOPED¬IN¬THE¬LATER¬YEARS¬OF¬THE¬
OF¬URBAN¬COMMUNITIES¬MORE¬DIFlCULT¬
INDUSTRIAL¬REVOLUTION ¬ZONING¬SOUGHT¬
BY¬APPLYING¬SUBURBAN¬ZONING¬STANDARDS¬
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SUBURBS ¬WHERE¬IT¬IS¬NOT¬POSSIBLE¬TO¬WALK¬
TO¬THE¬CORNER¬STORE¬OR¬FOR¬CHILDREN¬TO¬
WALK¬TO¬SCHOOL¬¬

A new urbanist development in Beverly Hills, Michigan includes traditional homes
on small lots and pedestrian-oriented streetscape.
,ARGER¬SETBACKS¬AND¬EXCESSIVE¬
PARKING¬REQUIREMENTS¬MAKE¬MANY¬
CHERISHED¬URBAN¬BUILDINGS¬AND¬SPACES¬
NONCONFORMING
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬FOCUS¬LAND¬USE¬
REGULATION¬TOWARDS¬CREATING¬MORE¬
LIVABLE¬COMMUNITIES¬4HE¬APPROACH¬
USES¬TRADITIONAL¬COMMUNITY¬CHARACTER¬
TO¬CREATE¬AND¬MAINTAIN¬A¬MORE¬HUMAN
SCALE¬ENVIRONMENT¬5NLIKE¬CONVENTIONAL¬
ZONING¬THAT¬FOCUSES¬ON¬SEPARATING¬LAND¬
USES ¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬FOCUSES¬ON¬
BUILDING¬FORM¬AS¬IT¬RELATES¬TO¬STREETSCAPE¬
AND¬ADJACENT¬USES¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬
ALLOW¬FOR¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬LAND¬USES¬BASED¬
UPON¬THE¬CONTEXT¬OF¬BUILDING¬FORM¬!S¬A¬
RESULT ¬COMPATIBILITY¬OF¬USES¬IS¬ACHIEVED¬
THROUGH¬DESIGN¬AND¬ORIENTATION ¬INSTEAD¬
OF¬STRICT¬LAND¬USE¬SEPARATION¬7HERE¬
CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬FOCUSES¬ON¬USE¬
AND¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬AN¬INDIVIDUAL¬LOT ¬
FORM BASED¬CODES¬FOCUS¬ON¬THE¬ROLE¬THAT¬
INDIVIDUAL¬BUILDINGS¬SERVE¬IN¬SHAPING¬
THE¬PUBLIC¬STREETSCAPE¬&ORM BASED¬
CODES¬RELY¬ON¬DESIGN¬CONCEPTS¬AND¬
PATTERNS¬INTENDED¬TO¬PRESERVE¬THE¬ASSETS¬
OF¬A¬COMMUNITY ¬CREATING¬MORE¬LIVABLE¬
ENVIRONMENTS¬AND¬SPACES

PROBLEMS WITH EUCLIDEAN
ZONING
4HE¬CONVENTIONAL¬FORM¬OF¬ZONING¬
CURRENTLY¬USED¬THROUGHOUT¬-ICHIGAN¬
AND¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES¬IS¬WHAT¬IS¬
COMMONLY¬REFERRED¬TO¬AS¬%UCLIDEAN¬
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ZONING¬4HIS¬NAME¬IS¬DERIVED¬FROM¬
THE¬¬5NITED¬3TATES¬3UPREME¬
#OURT¬DECISION¬IN¬%UCLID¬V¬!MBLER¬
2EALTY¬#O¬¬53¬ ¬TO¬UPHOLD¬
THE¬CONSTITUTIONAL¬VALIDITY¬OF¬ZONING¬
%UCLIDEAN¬ZONING¬HAS¬BEEN¬IN¬PLACE¬IN¬
-ICHIGAN¬SINCE¬¬WITH¬THE¬#ITY¬AND¬
6ILLAGE¬:ONING¬!CT ¬0UBLIC¬!CT¬¬OF¬
¬%NABLING¬LEGISLATION¬FOR¬TOWNSHIPS¬
AND¬COUNTIES¬SOON¬FOLLOWED¬IN¬
7HEN¬THE¬CITY¬OF¬$ETROIT¬ADOPTED¬ITS¬
lRST¬ZONING¬ORDINANCE¬IN¬ ¬THE¬CITY¬
SOUGHT¬TO¬ADDRESS¬DIFFERENT¬PROBLEMS¬
THAN¬THOSE¬OF¬TODAY¬)N¬ ¬OVER
CROWDED¬TENEMENT¬HOUSING¬AND¬THE¬
INTRUSION¬OF¬HEAVY¬INDUSTRIAL¬USES¬INTO¬
COMMERCIAL¬AND¬LIGHT¬INDUSTRIAL¬AREAS¬
CREATED¬SERIOUS¬PUBLIC¬HEALTH¬AND¬WELFARE¬
PROBLEMS¬4HESE¬PROBLEMS¬ARE¬AT¬THE¬
ROOT¬OF¬LAND¬USE¬SEPARATION¬AND¬DENSITY¬
LIMITS¬WHICH¬ARE¬THE¬CORE¬OF¬VIRTUALLY¬ALL¬
ZONING¬ORDINANCES¬TODAY
-ICHIGAN¬COMMUNITIES¬HAVE¬
EXPERIENCED¬MANY¬CHANGES¬OVER¬
THE¬PAST¬¬YEARS¬7ITH¬THIS ¬A¬NEW¬
SET¬OF¬CHALLENGES¬IN¬HOW¬TO¬REGULATE¬
DEVELOPMENT¬RESURRECTS¬)NSTEAD¬OF¬
CONCERNS¬WITH¬OVERCROWDING¬IN¬CITIES ¬
THE¬FOCUS¬IS¬NOW¬ON¬THE¬NEGATIVE¬
IMPACTS¬THAT¬UNCONTROLLED¬SPRAWL¬HAS¬ON¬
THE¬LANDSCAPE¬OF¬-ICHIGAN¬!ND¬WHILE¬
THE¬NEED¬TO¬SEPARATE¬HOUSING¬FROM¬HEAVY¬
INDUSTRY¬IS¬STILL¬A¬VALID¬CONCERN ¬PLANNERS¬
ARE¬NOW¬CONCERNED¬WITH¬USE SEGREGATED¬
MICHIGA N
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4HE¬.EW¬5RBANISM¬MOVEMENT¬¬
TO¬PRESENT ¬HAS¬ATTRACTED¬A¬GREAT¬DEAL¬OF¬
INTEREST¬IN¬RE CREATING¬WALKABLE ¬MIXED
USE¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬!S¬AN¬OUTGROWTH¬
OF¬THIS¬MOVEMENT ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ARE¬THE¬LATEST¬TECHNIQUE¬TO¬RE EXAMINE¬
THE¬UNDERLYING¬ZONING¬PRINCIPLE¬OF¬
SEPARATING¬USES¬AND¬INSTEAD¬PROVIDE¬
NEW¬MEANS¬TO¬DEVELOP¬VIBRANT¬MIX USE¬
COMMUNITIES¬4HIS¬IS¬ACCOMPLISHED¬BY¬
PLACING¬A¬STRONG¬FOCUS¬ON¬THE¬CREATION¬OF¬
PROPER¬URBAN¬FORM ¬WHEREIN¬A¬MIXTURE¬
OF¬USES¬CAN¬mOURISH

DESIGN STANDARDS AND OTHER
ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE LAND
USE REGULATION
)N¬RESPONSE¬TO¬THE¬LIMITATION¬OF¬
%UCLIDEAN¬ZONING ¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬ZONING¬
TECHNIQUES¬HAVE¬BEEN¬CREATED¬WITH¬
VARIED¬LEVELS¬OF¬SUCCESS¬4HESE¬INCLUDE¬
MIXED USE¬PLANNED¬UNIT¬DEVELOPMENTS ¬
CLUSTER¬DEVELOPMENT ¬PERFORMANCE¬
ZONING ¬AND¬DESIGN¬STANDARDS
0LANNED¬UNIT¬DEVELOPMENTS¬05$ ¬HAVE¬
BEEN¬USED¬FOR¬MANY¬YEARS¬AS¬AN¬EFFECTIVE¬
MEANS¬OF¬DEVELOPING¬COORDINATED¬LARGER¬
SITES¬4HE¬lRST¬EVIDENCE¬OF¬A¬05$¬
WAS¬CREATED¬IN¬¬IN¬0RINCE¬'EORGES¬
#OUNTY ¬-ARYLAND ¬(OWEVER ¬IN¬MANY¬
INSTANCES ¬WHAT¬IS¬INTENDED¬TO¬BE¬A¬
hMIXED USEv¬DEVELOPMENT¬ACTUALLY¬ENDS¬
UP¬BEING¬hMULTIPLE USE v¬WHERE¬THERE¬
ARE¬SEPARATE¬AND¬DISTINCT¬AREAS¬OF¬LAND¬
USES¬THAT¬ARE¬NOT¬TRULY¬INTEGRATED¬INTO¬
A¬MIXED USE¬DEVELOPMENT¬4HE¬OTHER¬
LIMITATION¬OF¬A¬05$¬IS¬THAT¬IT¬IS¬DESIGNED¬
PRIMARILY¬FOR¬THE¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬LARGER¬
SITES ¬AND¬WITH¬FEW¬EXCEPTIONS ¬IS¬NOT¬
WELL¬SUITED¬FOR¬USE¬ON¬INDIVIDUAL¬LOTS¬IN¬
AN¬URBAN¬ENVIRONMENT¬¬
#LUSTERED¬OPEN¬SPACE¬DEVELOPMENTS¬
HAVE¬HAD¬SUCCESS¬IN¬PRESERVING¬OPEN¬
SPACE¬AND¬NATURAL¬FEATURES¬4HIS¬
TYPE¬OF¬DEVELOPMENT¬TENDS¬TO¬OFFER¬
RECREATIONAL¬AMENITIES¬NOT¬AVAILABLE¬
IN¬CONVENTIONAL¬SUBDIVISIONS¬
7HILE¬OPEN¬SPACE¬DEVELOPMENTS¬
ARE¬A¬SIGNIFICANT¬IMPROVEMENT¬
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AND¬BUILDING¬TYPES¬TO¬ONE ANOTHER ¬AS¬
PART¬OF¬AN¬INTEGRAL¬NEIGHBORHOOD¬AND¬
OVERALL¬COMMUNITY¬¬

Design standards can improve the appearance of the building and site
landscaping, but are not effective in changing the underlying form.
FROM¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING ¬THE¬
DEVELOPMENTS¬STILL¬TEND¬TO¬BE¬
SEPARATED ¬SINGLE USE¬TRACTS¬OF¬LAND
-ANY¬COMMUNITIES¬HAVE¬ADOPTED¬
DESIGN¬STANDARDS¬IN¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬FORMS¬¬
3OME¬HAVE¬ADOPTED¬SEPARATE¬DESIGN¬
GUIDELINES¬OR¬RELIED¬ON¬THE¬GUIDELINES¬
CONTAINED¬WITHIN¬THE¬MASTER¬PLAN¬
(OWEVER ¬RECENT¬COURT¬DECISIONS¬HAVE¬
HELD¬THAT¬A¬COMMUNITY¬CANNOT¬ENFORCE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬THAT¬ARE¬NOT¬SPECIlED¬IN¬
THE¬ORDINANCE
)NSTEAD¬OF¬GUIDELINES ¬DESIGN¬STANDARDS¬
FOR¬ARCHITECTURAL¬AND¬LANDSCAPING¬
REQUIREMENTS¬ARE¬NOW¬BECOMING¬
MORE¬COMMON¬PLACE¬WITHIN¬ZONING¬
ORDINANCES¬3OME¬COMMUNITIES¬HAVE¬
ADOPTED¬ARCHITECTURAL¬REGULATIONS¬
THAT¬REQUIRE¬USE¬OF¬HIGH QUALITY¬
BUILDING¬MATERIALS¬/THERS¬INCLUDE¬
DISCRETIONARY¬STANDARDS¬WHOSE¬RESULT¬
CAN¬BE¬UNPREDICTABLE¬AND¬RUN¬THE¬RISK¬
OF¬INCONSISTENT¬APPLICATION¬7HILE¬THESE¬
DESIGN¬STANDARDS¬HAVE¬BEEN¬EFFECTIVE¬IN¬
IMPROVING¬THE¬APPEARANCE¬OF¬BUILDINGS¬
AND¬LANDSCAPING ¬THE¬STANDARDS¬FAIL¬
TO¬CREATE¬MEANINGFUL¬CHANGE¬IN¬THE¬
URBAN¬FORM¬ ¬THE¬END¬RESULT¬IS¬USUALLY¬
AESTHETICALLY PLEASING¬SPRAWL

BY¬ADDRESSING¬THE¬RELATIONSHIP¬OF¬THE¬
BUILDING¬TO¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬AND¬THE¬
PROPER¬RELATIONSHIP¬BETWEEN¬BUILDINGS¬IN¬
ORDER¬TO¬DElNE¬A¬DESIRED¬URBAN¬FORM

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬PURPOSEFUL¬AND¬
NOT¬REACTIVE¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
TENDS¬TO¬BE¬REACTIVE¬IN¬THAT¬IT¬RESTRICTS¬
AND¬FOCUSES¬ON¬PREVENTING¬DEVELOPMENT¬
THAT¬WOULD¬BE¬DAMAGING¬TO¬NEIGHBORING¬
PROPERTIES¬OR¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬IE¬
ZONING¬TELLS¬YOU¬WHAT¬YOU¬CANNOT¬
DO ¬&ORM BASED¬CODES ¬ON¬THE¬OTHER¬
HAND ¬DOCUMENT¬THE¬DESIRED¬FORM¬OF¬
DEVELOPMENT¬AND¬PRESCRIBE¬BUILDING¬
FORM¬REQUIREMENTS¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬THE¬
DESIRED¬COMMUNITY¬VISION

&IRST¬AND¬FOREMOST ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ARE¬PLACE BASED¬4HE¬CODES¬ARE¬ADAPTED¬
TO¬lT¬THE¬UNIQUE¬CHARACTERISTICS¬OF¬A¬
COMMUNITY¬AND¬INTENDED¬TO¬REQUIRE¬THAT¬
NEW¬DEVELOPMENT¬lT¬WITHIN¬THE¬CONTEXT¬
OF¬THE¬EXISTING¬COMMUNITY¬AND¬REINFORCE¬
A¬UNIQUE¬SENSE¬OF¬PLACE¬¬

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬CONNECT¬THE¬URBAN¬
FORM¬AND¬LAND¬USE¬BY¬PROVIDING¬FOR¬
SPECIlC¬BUILDING¬TYPES¬THAT¬ARE¬SUITED¬
FOR¬THE¬APPROPRIATE¬LAND¬USE¬4HEY¬
ALSO¬RELATE¬THE¬USE¬AND¬BUILDING¬TYPE¬
TO¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬TO¬COMPREHENSIVELY¬
ADDRESS¬THE¬DESIRED¬URBAN¬FORM¬FOR¬THE¬
NEIGHBORHOOD

.EXT ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬ALLOW¬FOR¬
THE¬UNIQUE¬ECOLOGY¬OF¬A¬COMMUNITY¬
BY¬PERMITTING¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬USES¬4HE¬
CODES¬REmECT¬THE¬IMPORTANCE¬OF¬THE¬
RELATIONSHIP¬BETWEEN¬VARIOUS¬USES¬

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬PROVIDE¬FOR¬
DEVELOPMENT¬THAT¬IS¬COMPACT ¬MIXED
USE ¬AND¬PEDESTRIAN¬FRIENDLY¬TO¬CREATE¬
LIVABLE¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬AND¬HEALTHY¬
VIBRANT¬COMMUNITIES

PRINCIPLES ASSOCIATED WITH
FORM-BASED CODES
4HE¬&ORM "ASED¬#ODES¬)NSTITUTE¬DElNES¬
FORM BASED¬CODES¬AS¬h;A=¬METHOD¬OF¬
REGULATING¬DEVELOPMENT¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬A¬
SPECIlC¬URBAN¬FORM¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬
CREATE¬A¬PREDICTABLE¬PUBLIC¬REALM¬BY¬
CONTROLLING¬PHYSICAL¬FORM¬PRIMARILY ¬
AND¬LAND¬USES¬SECONDARILYv¬&ORM BASED¬
CODES¬GO¬BEYOND¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
SMART

GROWTH
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TACTICS
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DECEMBER

Farmington has adopted a form-based code as part of the central business district
that reﬂects the traditional urban fabric that the community values.
2006
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!ND¬lNALLY ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬
GRAPHIC¬AND¬DESIGNED¬TO¬BE¬EASY¬TO¬USE¬
AND¬UNDERSTAND

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CONVENTIONAL ZONING AND
FORM-BASED CODES
¬¬¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬IS¬USE BASED ¬
WITH¬A¬COMMUNITY¬DIVIDED¬INTO¬
ZONING¬DISTRICTS¬WHICH¬SEGREGATE¬
LAND¬USES¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬
DE EMPHASIZE¬USE¬AND¬DIVIDE¬A¬
COMMUNITY¬INTO¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬OR¬
SPECIlC¬STREET¬CORRIDORS ¬THAT¬HAVE¬
A¬DISTINCT¬AND¬CONSISTENT¬CHARACTER ¬
WHILE¬ALLOWING¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬
COMPATIBLE¬USES
¬¬¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬ATTEMPTS¬
TO¬CREATE¬UNIFORMITY¬THROUGHOUT¬
A¬DISTRICT¬BY¬APPLYING¬UNIFORM¬
INTENSITY¬PARAMETERS¬SUCH¬AS¬SETBACK ¬
HEIGHT ¬DENSITY ¬AND¬mOOR¬AREA¬
RATIOS¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬EMBRACE¬
DIVERSITY¬IN¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬BY¬
REmECTING¬DIFFERENT¬STANDARDS¬FOR¬
DIFFERENT¬TYPES¬OF¬BUILDINGS¬"ECAUSE¬
USE¬AND¬BUILDING¬TYPE¬ARE¬TIED¬
TOGETHER ¬THE¬STANDARDS¬ENSURE¬THE¬
BUILDING¬FORM¬RELATES¬PROPERLY¬TO¬
THE¬STREETSCAPE¬AND¬ADJACENT¬USES¬¬
¬¬¬7HERE¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
FOCUSES¬ON¬USE¬AND¬DIMENSIONAL¬
REQUIREMENTS ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
FOCUS¬MORE¬ON¬THE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬
AND¬HOW¬IT¬RELATES¬TO¬THE¬PUBLIC¬
STREETSCAPE¬)N¬ORDER¬TO¬DElNE¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬OFTEN¬
PRESCRIBE¬BUILD TO LINES¬WHERE¬
BUILDINGS¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬TO¬BE¬SET¬A¬
SPECIlC¬DISTANCE¬FROM¬THE¬FRONT¬

Operations

LOT¬LINE¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
USES¬MINIMUM¬SETBACKS¬TO¬CREATE¬
BUILDING¬ENVELOPES¬HOWEVER ¬THE¬
ULTIMATE¬LOCATION¬AND¬FORM¬OF¬
THE¬BUILDING¬WITHIN¬THE¬ENVELOPE¬
IS¬UNPREDICTABLE¬!S¬A¬RESULT ¬
CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬HAS¬A¬PRIMARY¬
FOCUS¬ON¬THE¬LOT¬AND¬PAYS¬LITTLE¬TO¬
NO¬ATTENTION¬TO¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬¬
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬TAKE¬A¬MORE¬
HOLISTIC¬APPROACH¬BY¬CONSIDERING¬
THE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬AS¬IT¬RELATES¬TO¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE
¬¬¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬HAS¬LIMITED¬
ABILITY¬TO¬EFFECT¬CHANGE ¬AS¬IT¬TENDS¬
TO¬PROHIBIT¬DEVELOPMENT¬THAT¬IS¬
DETERMINED¬TO¬BE¬INAPPROPRIATE¬¬
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬MORE¬

Form-Based Codes

Conventional Zoning

USE

Example of a mixed-use building with retail on the ﬁrst ﬂoor and residential on
the upper ﬂoors. Speciﬁc design elements for retail along the sidewalk include
window articulation and treatment at the corner.

FORM

FORM
Operations

Focused on use
USE

More focus on design and form
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PRESCRIPTIVE¬AND¬DO¬A¬BETTER¬JOB¬OF¬
DESCRIBING¬THE¬DESIRED¬URBAN¬FORM¬¬
4HE¬RESULT¬IS¬THE¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬
A¬NEIGHBORHOOD¬THAT¬ENCOURAGES¬
PEDESTRIAN¬ACTIVITY ¬SOCIAL¬
INTERACTION ¬AND¬LOCAL¬INVESTMENT

WHAT IS REGULATED
!N¬UNDERLYING¬PREMISE¬OF¬FORM BASED¬
CODES¬IS¬THAT¬THE¬PUBLIC¬REALM¬IE¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE ¬IS¬DElNED¬BY¬THE¬BUILDINGS¬
THAT¬LINE¬IT¬"ECAUSE¬OF¬THIS ¬BUILDING¬
PLACEMENT¬AND¬SITE¬ORIENTATION¬ARE¬
PARAMOUNT¬IN¬THE¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬
4HE¬FRONT¬BUILDING¬LINE¬LOCATION¬IS¬
BASED¬UPON¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬STREET¬FRONTAGE¬
)N¬A¬TRADITIONAL¬DOWNTOWN¬SETTING ¬
THERE¬WOULD¬BE¬A¬hZERO¬FRONT¬LOT¬LINEv¬
OR¬hBUILD TOv¬REQUIREMENT¬WITH¬ALL¬
PARKING¬REQUIRED¬TO¬BE¬AT¬THE¬REAR¬OF¬THE¬
BUILDING¬)N¬A¬RESIDENTIAL¬NEIGHBORHOOD ¬
THERE¬WOULD¬BE¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬THAT¬
THE¬FRONT¬OF¬A¬RESIDENCE¬BE¬PLACED¬AT¬A¬
SPECIlC¬SETBACK¬FROM¬THE¬FRONT¬LOT¬LINE
/NCE¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬HAS¬BEEN¬DElNED¬
BY¬THE¬BUILDING¬PLACEMENT ¬THE¬BUILDING¬
ELEMENTS¬CAN¬BE¬CONSIDERED¬TO¬ENSURE¬
THAT¬THE¬BUILDING¬RELATES¬PROPERLY¬TO¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE¬AND¬ADJACENT¬BUILDINGS¬)N¬
A¬BUSINESS¬DISTRICT ¬THIS¬WOULD¬INCLUDE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬DOORS¬AND¬WINDOWS¬
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ALONG¬THE¬SIDEWALK ¬WINDOW¬ARTICULATION¬
ON¬UPPER¬mOORS ¬BUILDING¬EXPRESSION¬
LINES ¬AND¬OTHER¬DETAILS¬SUCH¬AS¬CORNICES¬
)N¬RESIDENTIAL¬AREAS¬THESE¬MAY¬BE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬FRONT¬PORCHES¬OR¬A¬
LIMITATION¬ON¬FRONT LOADED¬GARAGES
7HILE¬USES¬ARE¬SECONDARY¬TO¬BUILDING¬
FORM ¬THEY¬ARE¬NONETHELESS¬STILL¬
IMPORTANT¬3IMILAR¬TO¬A¬CONVENTIONAL¬
ZONING¬ORDINANCE ¬DIFFERENT¬USES¬ARE¬
ALLOWED¬IN¬EACH¬ZONE¬OR¬DISTRICT¬¬
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ALLOW¬A¬GREATER¬
MIXTURE¬OF¬USES ¬BUT¬TIE¬THE¬USE¬TO¬
THE¬REQUIRED¬BUILDING¬FORM¬5NLIKE¬
MOST¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬ORDINANCES ¬
FORM BASED¬CODES¬ALSO¬REGULATE¬USE¬
ON¬THE¬VERTICAL¬PLANE¬)N¬A¬DOWNTOWN¬
SETTING ¬THERE¬MAY¬BE¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬
FOR¬RETAIL¬USES¬ON¬THE¬lRST¬mOOR¬AND¬
AN¬ALLOWANCE¬FOR¬RESIDENTIAL¬OR¬OFlCE¬
ON¬UPPER¬mOORS¬4HERE¬MAY¬ALSO¬BE¬A¬
REQUIREMENT¬ALONG¬A¬DOWNTOWN¬h-AIN¬
3TREETv¬FOR¬MANDATORY¬RETAIL¬FRONTAGES¬ON¬
THE¬lRST¬mOOR¬TO¬CREATE¬A¬STRONG¬SYNERGY¬
BETWEEN¬RETAIL¬USES¬AND¬AN¬INTERESTING¬
ENVIRONMENT¬FOR¬SHOPPERS
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ALSO¬CONTAIN¬
REGULATIONS¬FOR¬ACCESSORY¬STRUCTURES¬AND¬
USES¬4HIS¬INCLUDES¬SPECIlC¬REQUIREMENTS¬
FOR¬THE¬PLACEMENT¬AND¬DESIGN¬OF¬
PARKING¬LOTS¬/THER¬ELEMENTS¬SUCH¬AS¬
ACCESSORY¬BUILDINGS ¬LOADING¬AREAS ¬WASTE¬
RECEPTACLES ¬SCREENING¬WALLS ¬LANDSCAPING ¬
AND¬LIGHTING¬ARE¬ALSO¬ADDRESSED
!NOTHER¬MAJOR¬IMPROVEMENT¬IN¬THE¬
FORM BASED¬CODE¬APPROACH¬IS¬THAT¬IT¬
GOES¬BEYOND¬JUST¬REGULATING¬THE¬SITE ¬
BY¬TYING¬TOGETHER¬THE¬SITE¬AND¬THE¬
PUBLIC¬REALM¬IE¬THE¬STREETSCAPE ¬
"UILDING¬REGULATIONS¬RELATE¬TO¬DESIGN¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬STREETS ¬SIDEWALKS ¬ON
STREET¬PARKING ¬STREET¬TREES ¬AND¬PUBLIC¬
SPACES¬SUCH¬AS¬PLAZAS
!N¬IMPORTANT¬ASPECT¬OF¬A¬FORM BASED¬
CODE¬IS¬THAT¬ALL¬OF¬THE¬REGULATIONS¬BE¬
TIED¬TOGETHER¬4HE¬USE¬IS¬TIED¬DIRECTLY¬
TO¬THE¬BUILDING¬TYPE¬4HE¬BUILDING¬
TYPE¬IN TURN¬DICTATES¬FORM¬AND¬BUILDING¬
ELEMENTS¬4HE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬ALSO¬
RELATES¬TO¬THE¬STREET¬FRONTAGE ¬TYING¬ALL¬
OF¬THE¬ELEMENTS¬TOGETHER
SMART GROWTH TACTICS - DECEMBER 2006
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HOW FORM-BASED CODES ARE
STRUCTURED
4HE¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬IS¬BASED¬UPON¬
A¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬!¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬
IS¬ANALOGOUS¬WITH¬AND¬FUNCTIONS¬
SIMILARLY¬TO¬A¬ZONING¬MAP ¬EXCEPT¬
THAT¬IT¬PROVIDES¬A¬GREATER¬AMOUNT¬OF¬
SPECIlCITY¬TO¬THE¬STREET¬TYPES ¬BLOCK¬
DIMENSIONS ¬AND¬BUILDING¬LINES¬
2EGULATING¬PLANS¬MAY¬ALSO¬INDICATE¬THE¬
LOCATIONS¬FOR¬PARKS ¬SQUARES ¬AND¬PLAZAS¬
&OR¬DOWNTOWN¬SHOPPING¬DISTRICTS ¬
THE¬REGULATORY¬PLAN¬MAY¬INDICATE¬A¬
MANDATORY¬RETAIL¬FRONTAGE
4HE¬ZONE¬ON¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬PERMITS¬
SPECIlC¬USES¬AND¬CORRESPONDING¬BUILDING¬
TYPES¬"UILDING¬TYPES¬MAY¬INCLUDE¬SINGLE¬
FAMILY¬DWELLINGS ¬TOWNHOUSES ¬LIVE WORK¬
UNITS ¬RETAIL¬BUILDINGS ¬AND¬OTHERS¬4HE¬
UNDERLYING¬PRINCIPLE¬IS¬THAT¬THE¬USE ¬
BUILDING ¬AND¬STREET¬ARE¬INTERRELATED¬¬

0/4%.4)!,¬0)4&!,,3¬
7)4(¬&/2- "!3%$¬
#/$%3
While form-based codes are effective tools
that can help realize a community’s vision,
they are not a panacea that will cure all
problems. There are some limitations of formbased codes and some problems that the
codes may present to local communities:
Form-based codes tend to cost two to four
times that of a conventional zoning ordinance.
This is because of the upfront effort
required to complete a detailed inventory
of the community’s existing urban form, the
additional public involvement, and design
work that goes into creating the regulating
plan and the code.
Form-based codes require an illustrative
regulating plan that is often based upon some
form of urban design plan. This type of plan
tends to be more involved than a zoning map.

"ASED¬UPON¬THE¬ZONE¬AND¬THE¬BUILDING¬
TYPE¬PROPOSED ¬THERE¬ARE¬SPECIlC¬
PLACEMENT¬AND¬BUILDING¬ENVELOPE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬4HESE¬GRAPHICALLY¬DEPICT¬
BUILDING¬LINES ¬SETBACKS ¬BUILDING¬
HEIGHT ¬AND¬PARKING¬LOT¬LOCATION¬4HESE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬CAN¬BE¬COMPARED¬TO¬THE¬
SCHEDULE¬OF¬AREA¬AND¬BULK¬REQUIREMENTS¬
IN¬A¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬ORDINANCE ¬
EXCEPT¬THAT¬THEY¬RELY¬MORE¬ON¬GRAPHICS¬
TO¬DEPICT¬REQUIREMENTS¬AND¬TEND¬TO¬
BE¬MORE¬PRESCRIPTIVE¬EG ¬BUILDING¬
LINES¬STATE¬EXACTLY¬WHERE¬THE¬FRONT¬OF¬
THE¬BUILDING¬IS¬REQUIRED¬TO¬BE¬PLACED ¬
INSTEAD¬OF¬STATING¬MINIMUM¬SETBACKS ¬
"UILDING¬HEIGHT¬IS¬OFTEN¬DElNED¬IN¬BOTH¬
MINIMUM¬AND¬MAXIMUM¬MEASUREMENTS¬
TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬THE¬BUILDING¬IS¬TALL¬ENOUGH¬
TO¬DElNE¬THE¬STREETSCAPE ¬BUT¬NOT¬SO¬TALL¬
THAT¬THEY¬OVERWHELM¬OTHER¬BUILDINGS

Since Michigan streets are often regulated
by separate authorities, there may be limited
ability for a form-based code to regulate
existing public streets. This may be more
of a problem in townships, where all of the
roads fall under the jurisdiction of the road
commission, and less of a problem in cities
that control their own city streets.

"UILDING¬ELEMENTS¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬RELATIVE¬
TO¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬BUILDING¬PROPOSED¬4HESE¬
INCLUDE¬STANDARDS¬FOR¬BUILDING¬MATERIALS ¬
DOORS¬AND¬WINDOWS ¬BUILDING¬EXPRESSION¬
LINES ¬FRONT¬PORCHES ¬ETC¬.OTE¬THAT¬
MOST¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬DO¬NOT¬REGULATE¬
ARCHITECTURE¬n¬IF¬THE¬BUILDING¬HAS¬THE¬
PROPER¬FORM ¬THEN¬THE¬ARCHITECTURAL¬
STYLE¬OF¬THE¬BUILDING¬IS¬LESS¬IMPORTANT¬
(OWEVER ¬IT¬MAY¬BE¬APPROPRIATE¬TO¬
INCLUDE¬ARCHITECTURAL¬REGULATIONS¬IN¬A¬

A criticism of new-urbanism (which formbased codes are closely tied to) is that it
is not environmentally sensitive; however,
by developing more compact communities,
the amount of land consumed by urban
sprawl and dependence on the automobile
is reduced. And unlike much of the newurbanist developments that are “new
towns,” advocates of form-based codes
have used form-based codes more as a tool
to facilitate infill and redevelopment within
existing urban communities.

Form-based codes are prescriptive and
very rigid, which may be viewed by
developers as a limitation on what they can
do with their property and a limitation on an
architect’s creativity.
There is a lack of speciﬁc enabling legislation
as the Michigan Zoning Enabling Act (Public
Act 110 of 2006) does not speciﬁcally provide
for form-based codes. However, these types
of codes are being developed throughout the
United States and in other states, without
speciﬁc enabling legislation.
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(OW¬DO¬FORM
BASED¬CODES¬
WORK¬IN¬THE¬
REAL¬WORLD
Form-based codes have been adopted by
communities throughout the country. Some
applications in Michigan are as follows:
Downtown Farmington: As part of the City of
Farmington’s Downtown Development Plan,
there is a detailed urban design plan that
includes speciﬁc downtown design standards.
The city wanted to promote redevelopment
within the existing downtown while ensuring
that the zoning regulations would be reﬂective
of the existing community character and the
recommendations of the plan.
A form-based code was prepared for the
Downtown Zoning District to encourage
redevelopment that embraces the historic
character of Farmington, including
traditional storefronts and a pedestrian
scale environment. The form-based code
requires buildings be built to the front lot line
and parking lots be located in the rear. In
order to maintain a well-deﬁned streetscape,
maximum and minimum building heights are
included. Detailed building design standards
to ensure that buildings relate properly
to the streetscape at a pedestrian scale
are included. Not only does the ordinance
permit a vertical mixture of uses, but it
builds in incentives to encourage mixed-use
developments.
Genoa Town Center: As part of its master
plan, Genoa Township identiﬁed a location
for a new Genoa Town Center. The new
town center location was centered on one

A form-based code was developed for
Downtown Farmington to encourage
inﬁll development while preserving
the traditional pedestrian-friendly
character of the city.
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of the few remaining large vacant areas
along the Grand River Avenue corridor
between Brighton and Howell. The township
wanted to see a high quality, mixed-use
development for this site that would create a
new town center and also serve as a catalyst
for redevelopment of the older commercial
properties in the immediate area. As part
of the master plan process, the township
developed a detailed urban design plan for
the new town center
area.
The Genoa Town
Center is planned to
become a mixed-use
town center with
local businesses,
neighborhood
service
establishments, and
traditional residential
neighborhoods.
Residential uses will
provide a variety
of housing types
including apartments
on upper ﬂoors above commercial uses,
traditional townhouses, and single family
homes on smaller lots. This area will be
integrated into a pedestrian-friendly, walkable
area with sidewalks connecting all uses and
community parks and plazas.
To implement the Genoa Town Center, a
form-based code overlay zoning district was
adopted that requires all new development
to follow strict requirements for a more
traditional form of development that is more
characteristic of a small town. The overlay
zone not only allows for a mixture of uses,
but has incentives to encourage truly
integrated mixed-use development. The
overlay zone includes building placement
requirements that create traditional,
pedestrian-friendly streetscapes and reduce
the dominance of the automobile. It also
includes detailed design standards for
buildings, streetscapes, and public open
spaces.
Grand Rapids: The City of Grand Rapids is
nearing completion of an ambitious project
to convert its 1967 zoning ordinance to a
modern form-based code. It was clear that
simply updating the original ordinance would
not further the goals of the city’s new Master
Plan: a Plan that emphasizes neighborhood
preservation while transforming the landscape
MICHIGA N
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in critical areas.
An extensive public outreach effort revealed
the desire of neighborhood groups,
business associations, and others, to
develop ﬂexible, user-friendly land use
regulations. Accordingly, the code includes
a number of unique elements: increased
use of administrative approvals, ﬂexible
nonconforming use and building regulations,

and incentives for quality design and
development.
The language of form-based codes is
developed with an eye toward the speciﬁc
physical plan. This includes a broad range
of regulations that encompass building
alignment toward the street (setbacks, building
orientation), spaces between buildings (side
setbacks, separation between disparate uses),
and heights, each of which can be described in
ranges of acceptable values.
This effort represents the most signiﬁcant
attempt to introduce form-based codes for a
city the size of Grand Rapids in the state of
Michigan, and in much of the country as well.

)3¬!¬&/2- "!3%$¬#/$%¬
2)'(4¬&/2¬9/52¬
#/--5.)49
Form-based codes can be an effective tool
that can be used in most communities. Some
communities are appropriate for a communitywide form-based code, while others should
utilize this new technique for certain subareas.
Most importantly, the community must have
a commitment to create a better place and
undergo the process of gaining consensus
on the desired urban form of the community.
Form-based codes can be an effective tool in
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FORM BASED¬CODE¬
FOR¬A¬HISTORIC¬
DISTRICT
"ECAUSE¬BUILDING¬
FORM¬AND¬
STREETSCAPE¬ARE¬
INTERRELATED ¬
FORM BASED¬
CODES¬INCLUDE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬
THE¬STREETSCAPE ¬
SUCH¬AS¬ON STREET¬
PARKING ¬SIDEWALK¬
WIDTH ¬AND¬STREET¬
TREES
&ORM BASED¬
CODES¬ALSO¬INCLUDE¬
MANY¬OF¬THE¬
OTHER¬REGULATIONS¬
OF¬CONVENTIONAL¬
ZONING¬
ORDINANCES¬SUCH¬
AS¬DElNITIONS ¬
ADMINISTRATIVE¬
PROCEDURES ¬
ZONING¬BOARD¬OF¬
APPEALS ¬NONCONFORMING ¬ETC

HOW APPROVALS ARE
PROCESSED
"ECAUSE¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬SETS¬FORTH¬
DETAILED¬AND¬PREDICTABLE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬
REQUIREMENTS ¬APPROVALS¬THAT¬ARE¬IN¬
ACCORDANCE¬WITH¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬
CAN¬BE¬APPROVED¬ADMINISTRATIVELY¬4HIS¬
IS¬POSSIBLE¬BECAUSE¬THE¬UNPREDICTABILITY¬
AND¬GREATER¬DISCRETION¬TYPICALLY¬INVOLVED¬
WITH¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬DOES¬NOT¬
EXIST¬WITH¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬4HE¬IDEA¬
IS¬THAT¬IF¬A¬DEVELOPER¬IS¬WILLING¬TO¬FOLLOW¬
ALL¬OF¬THE¬DETAILED¬REQUIREMENTS¬OF¬THE¬
REGULATING¬PLAN¬AND¬THE¬FORM BASED¬
CODE ¬THERE¬SHOULD¬BE¬LITTLE ¬IF¬ANY ¬ROOM¬
FOR¬DISCRETION ¬AND¬THE¬APPROVAL¬SHOULD¬
BE¬HANDLED¬ADMINISTRATIVELY¬(OWEVER ¬
IF¬THE¬DEVELOPER¬WANTS¬TO¬DEVIATE ¬THEN¬
APPROVAL¬IS¬REQUIRED¬BEFORE¬THE¬PLANNING¬
COMMISSION¬%SSENTIALLY ¬FORM BASED¬
CODES¬MAKE¬IT¬EASY¬TO¬DO¬THE¬RIGHT¬THING ¬
AND¬HARDER¬TO¬DEVIATE¬FROM¬THE¬CODE¬AND¬
REGULATING¬PLAN

SMART GROWTH TACTICS - DECEMBER 2006
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"ECAUSE¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬AND¬FORM
BASED¬CODE¬ARE¬SO¬DETAILED ¬THE¬CODE¬
MUST¬ALSO¬ANTICIPATE¬SITUATIONS¬THAT¬
DONT¬lT¬REQUIREMENTS¬OR¬WHERE¬UNIQUE¬
DEVELOPMENT¬FORMS¬ARE¬PROPOSED¬
4YPICALLY ¬A¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬CAN¬
ALLOW¬FOR¬THREE¬LEVELS¬OF¬DEPARTURE¬
!DMINISTRATIVE¬DEPARTURES¬WOULD¬BE¬
MINOR¬IN¬NATURE¬AND¬CAN¬BE¬APPROVED¬
AS¬PART¬OF¬THE¬ADMINISTRATIVE¬APPROVAL¬
PROCESS¬4HE¬AUTHORITY¬FOR¬ADMINISTRATIVE¬
DEPARTURES¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬SPECIlCALLY¬
SPELLED¬OUT¬IN¬THE¬CODE ¬SUCH¬AS¬ALLOWING¬
THE¬PLANNING¬DIRECTOR¬TO¬SUBSTITUTE¬
LANDSCAPING¬IN¬PLACE¬OF¬A¬SCREENING¬WALL¬¬
-AJOR¬DEPARTURES¬THAT¬DEVIATE¬FROM¬THE¬
REGULATING¬PLAN¬WOULD¬REQUIRE¬APPROVAL¬
BY¬THE¬PLANNING¬COMMISSION ¬SUCH¬AS¬
ALLOWING¬A¬FRONT¬FA ADE¬THAT¬DOES¬NOT¬
MEET¬THE¬BUILDING¬DESIGN¬REQUIREMENTS¬¬
4HIS¬COULD¬BE¬EVALUATED¬BY¬THE¬PLANNING¬
COMMISSION¬BASED¬UPON¬A¬SET¬OF¬
STANDARDS¬THAT¬RELATE¬TO¬THE¬REGULATORY¬
INTENT¬!¬THIRD¬LEVEL¬OF¬DEVIATION¬SHOULD¬
ALSO¬BE¬BUILT¬INTO¬THE¬CODE¬THAT¬REQUIRES¬
A¬VARIANCE¬FROM¬THE¬ZONING¬BOARD¬OF¬
APPEALS ¬SUCH¬AS¬DEPARTURES¬FROM¬THE¬
BUILD TO¬LINE¬OR¬EXCEEDING¬HEIGHT¬

LIMITS¬4HE¬VARIANCES¬WOULD¬HAVE¬TO¬BE¬
REVIEWED¬BASED¬UPON¬THE¬STANDARD¬TESTS¬
OF¬PRACTICAL¬DIFlCULTY¬¬

PROCESS IN DEVELOPING A
FORM-BASED CODE
7HEN¬EMBARKING¬ON¬A¬SIGNIlCANT¬
CHANGE¬IN¬HOW¬A¬COMMUNITY¬REGULATES¬
DEVELOPMENT ¬THE¬lRST¬STEP¬IS¬TO¬HAVE¬A¬
COMMITMENT¬TO¬CREATING¬BETTER¬PLACES¬¬
4HIS¬SHOULD¬GO¬BEYOND¬JUST¬A¬DESIRE¬FOR¬
CHANGE¬ ¬THE¬DESIRES¬OF¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬
SHOULD¬BE¬ARTICULATED¬THROUGH¬THE¬
MASTER¬PLAN¬OR¬OTHER¬DOCUMENT ¬SUCH¬
AS¬A¬DOWNTOWN¬PLAN ¬SO¬THAT¬THERE¬IS¬AN¬
UNDERLYING¬BASIS¬TO¬MOVE¬FORWARD¬¬
!¬DETERMINATION¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬MADE¬
ON¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬CODE¬DESIRED¬AND¬THE¬
GEOGRAPHIC¬AREA¬TO¬BE¬COVERED¬4HE¬
FORM BASED¬CODE¬COULD¬BE¬INTEGRATED¬
INTO¬A¬COMMUNITY WIDE¬ORDINANCE ¬OR¬
PERHAPS¬APPLIED¬TO¬A¬SPECIlC¬CORRIDOR ¬
NEIGHBORHOOD ¬OR¬BUSINESS¬DISTRICT
.EXT ¬THERE¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬AN¬INVENTORY¬
AND¬ANALYSIS¬OF¬EXISTING¬CONDITIONS¬TO¬
DOCUMENT¬THE¬EXISTING¬hFORMSv¬OF¬
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THE¬COMMUNITY¬4HIS¬INVENTORY¬CAN¬
BE¬FAIRLY¬LABOR¬INTENSIVE¬AND¬INVOLVES¬
DETAILED¬ANALYSIS¬OF¬LOT¬WIDTHS ¬SETBACKS ¬
BUILDING¬HEIGHTS ¬ETC¬7ITH¬A¬GOOD¬
UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬THE¬EXISTING¬hFORMSv¬OF¬
THE¬COMMUNITY ¬A¬PUBLIC¬PROCESS¬SHOULD¬
THEN¬BE¬CONDUCTED¬TO¬GAIN¬A¬CONSENSUS¬
ON¬THE¬EXISTING¬COMMUNITY¬QUALITY¬THAT¬
SHOULD¬BE¬MAINTAINED¬OR¬NEW¬ONES¬TO¬BE¬
ACHIEVED¬4HIS¬IS¬OFTEN¬DONE¬THROUGH¬A¬
DESIGN¬CHARRETTE¬OR¬WORKSHOP
&ROM¬THE¬INVENTORY ¬ANALYSIS ¬AND¬PUBLIC¬
PROCESS ¬DETAILED¬URBAN¬STANDARDS¬ARE¬
DEVELOPED¬FOR¬FEATURES¬SUCH¬AS¬STREETS ¬
BLOCKS ¬BUILDING¬PLACEMENT ¬AND¬LAND¬
USE¬"UILDING¬FORM¬STANDARDS¬WILL¬ALSO¬BE¬
DEVELOPED¬FOR¬THE¬VARIOUS¬BUILDING¬TYPES¬
WITHIN¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬4HESE¬STANDARDS¬
ARE¬THEN¬DEVELOPED¬INTO¬AN¬ORDINANCE¬
AND¬APPLIED¬TO¬A¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬

APPLICATIONS OF FORM-BASED
CODE
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬CAN¬BE¬APPLIED¬TO¬A¬
VARIETY¬OF¬GEOGRAPHIC¬AREAS ¬FROM¬A¬SPECIlC¬
SUBAREA ¬SUCH¬AS¬A¬DOWNTOWN ¬TO¬THE¬ENTIRE¬
COMMUNITY¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬CAN¬ALSO¬
BE¬USED¬AS¬TOOLS¬TO¬PRESERVE¬THE¬CHARACTER¬

OF¬AN¬AREA¬OR¬AS¬MECHANISMS¬OF¬CHANGE¬TO¬
TRANSFORM¬AN¬AREA¬¬
4HE¬MOST¬COMMON¬APPLICATION¬OF¬FORM
BASED¬CODES¬HAS¬BEEN¬TO¬SUBAREAS¬4HE¬
CODES¬ARE¬USED¬IN¬EXISTING¬DOWNTOWNS¬
AND¬HISTORIC¬DISTRICTS¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬PRESERVE¬
AND¬ENHANCE¬THE¬TRADITIONAL¬CHARACTER¬
4HEY¬ARE¬ALSO¬USED¬TO¬PRESERVE¬THE¬
CHARACTER¬OF¬SPECIlC¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬
AND¬INSURE¬THAT¬NEW¬INlLL¬DEVELOPMENT¬
IS¬COMPATIBLE¬WITH¬EXISTING¬HOMES¬
!DDITIONALLY ¬THEY¬ARE¬BEING¬USED¬AS¬
EFFECTIVE¬TOOLS¬TO¬TRANSFORM¬OUTDATED¬
STRIP¬COMMERCIAL¬CORRIDORS¬INTO¬NEW¬
TOWN¬CENTERS¬¬
7HILE¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬HAVE¬
BEEN¬APPLIED¬MOST¬OFTEN¬TO¬SPECIlC¬
SUBAREAS ¬MORE¬COMMUNITIES¬ARE¬
LOOKING¬TO¬ADOPT¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ON¬A¬COMMUNITY WIDE¬BASIS¬.ATIONAL¬
EXPERTS¬IN¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬HAVE¬
RECOGNIZED¬THAT¬A¬PURE¬FORM BASED¬
APPROACH¬IS¬NOT¬GOING¬TO¬BE¬THE¬BEST¬
APPLICATION¬IN¬ALL¬AREAS¬OF¬A¬COMMUNITY¬
¬THERE¬WILL¬STILL¬NEED¬TO¬BE¬ZONING¬
DISTRICTS¬FOR¬INDUSTRIAL¬USES¬SUCH¬
AS¬TRUCK¬TERMINALS ¬FOUNDRIES ¬AND¬

HAZARDOUS¬USES¬4HERE¬MAY¬ALSO¬BE¬
AREAS¬WITHIN¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬THAT¬ARE¬
MORE¬APPROPRIATE¬FOR¬AUTOMOBILE
ORIENTED¬USES¬SUCH¬AS¬DEALERSHIPS¬AND¬
FAST FOOD¬RESTAURANTS¬&OR¬THIS¬REASON ¬
COMMUNITY WIDE¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ARE¬GOING¬TO¬BE¬A¬HYBRID ¬WITH¬SOME¬
AREAS¬REGULATED¬BY¬FORM BASED¬ZONING¬
DISTRICTS¬AND¬OTHER¬AREAS¬BY¬MORE¬
CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬DISTRICTS¬

Conclusion

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬LAND¬DEVELOPMENT¬
REGULATORY¬TOOLS¬THAT¬PLACES¬PRIMARY¬
EMPHASIS¬ON¬THE¬PHYSICAL¬FORM¬OF¬
THE¬BUILT¬ENVIRONMENT¬WITH¬THE¬END¬
GOAL¬OF¬PRODUCING¬A¬SPECIlC¬TYPE¬
OF¬@PLACE¬4HE¬CODES¬ASSERT¬MORE¬
CONTROL¬OVER¬A¬COMMUNITYS¬FORM¬
AND¬LEAD¬TO¬IMPROVEMENTS¬IN¬THE¬WAY¬
THE¬COMMUNITY¬FUNCTIONS¬&OR¬MORE¬
INFORMATION¬ON¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬VISIT¬
WWWFORMBASEDCODESORG¬
"Y¬*EFFREY¬2¬0URDY ¬!)#0 ¬0ARTNER¬AT¬
,3,¬0LANNING ¬)NC¬
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Seeking Urbane Parking Solutions
Brian O’Looney and Neal Payton

The automobile as an object has been our industrial
civilizations most signiﬁcant product…. Its side effects
in terms of mass consumption are enormous. The infrastructures of the land and the urban environment have
suffered from a radical upheaval, the historical city
centres have been jeopardized by it, the whole system of
transporting goods and people has been revolutionized
and even our vision of things has been transformed,
both subjectively in our mode of perception and objectively in changes to the landscape.
—Vittorio Gregotti, 1978
From the moment private automobiles ﬁrst appeared on
city streets, parking has posed a major design problem
for the public realm. In the ﬁrst decades of the twentieth
century, the few automobiles that existed were parked
curbside, where horses used to be tethered. But as vehicle
use became more widespread, the need for parking could
not be solely accommodated there, and jurisdictions began
to adopt requirements to store vehicles on private land.
As experience now shows, off-street parking alleviated
the initial congestion caused by haphazard parking, but has
not necessarily improved the quality of public spaces. In
residential districts, for example, streets are often marred
by repetitive curb cuts, paving for driveways, and monotonous walls of garage doors.
Today automobiles are stored in a variety of ways, each
with different costs and impacts. In seeking parking solutions in service of the public realm, the transect allows
consideration of appropriate solutions at a variety of levels.
With reference to the zones described in the SmartCode,
the discussion that follows (condensed in the accompanying chart) consider the place of parking from the lowest
levels of density to the highest.
Parking for Natural Areas (T1)
In areas approximating or approaching wilderness conditions, parking will typically be limited to surface lots.
Ideally, such parking is located so as to cause minimal
impact to the environment—adjacent to access roadways,
and in areas with little visual presence.
Casual, or circumstantial parking, say between existing trees, can be designed to virtually disappear when no
cars are present. Optimal solutions include permeable
paving such as well-drained gravel or decomposed granite,
which allows precipitation to be absorbed locally. Buried
perforated-pipe drainage systems can assist in minimizing
erosion during downpours.

40

Rural and Sub-Urban (T2 and T3) Parking Solutions
New Urbanists have championed the alley to improve
the quality of the public realm. Alleys typically reduce the
amount of paving required per block by replacing and consolidating paving dedicated to driveways.
While enclosed garages are demanded by the marketplace, the use of alleys can help keep street frontages free
of driveways, curb cuts, and garage doors, making them
more hospitable to pedestrians. Meanwhile, curbside parallel parking (unimpeded by curb cuts) can still serve a large
percentage of a neighborhood’s parking load and provide a
safety barrier between moving vehicles and pedestrians.
In those rare cases where alleys are difﬁcult to implement, well-designed stem driveways can access garages or
parking areas toward the rear of a lot. In corner or “key”
situations, garages are ideally located in an outbuilding,
off a secondary street. In such cases, the SmartCode recommends that garages be located at least twenty feet back
from the wall established by the facades along the primary
street, in an area it calls the “third lot layer.”
Building typologies in suburban residential areas typically include single-family houses, and, in more intensive
areas, duplexes and two- and three-story townhouses.
Alley-accessed parking and parallel parking can serve all
these typologies.
General Urban Zone (T4) Parking Solutions
More intensive residential environments may range
from townhouses and occasional stacked maisonettes (also
called two-over-twos) to a variety of small and mediumsized apartment buildings (from eight-unit walkups to
courtyard buildings). While townhomes may rely on an
alley-accessed garage or tuck-under arrangements, multifamily buildings demand more intensive parking solutions,
occasionally relying on tandem solutions—but often utilizing surface parking lots.
As a parking solution, surface lots often destroy the
sense of enclosure within the public realm, allowing “civic
rooms” to lose deﬁnition. For cost reasons (see sidebar)
they are also rarely implemented with a level of detail
that beﬁts a public plaza. For this reason, the SmartCode
proposes that surface lots be separated from primary frontages by “liner” buildings and be screened from secondary
frontages when such buildings are not feasible. Screening
devices such as fences, walls or hedges are best built coplanar with adjoining building facades to mask the presence of
lots behind them.
Surface parking poses one additional problem for the
design of multifamily buildings: the ballooning of block
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sizes. A typical double-loaded four-story apartment building designed to completely surround the required amount
of surface parking would create a block 735 by 835 feet in
size! This is unacceptable in well-planned pedestrian-oriented communities, where neighborhood permeability,
and therefore, smaller block perimeters are goals.
Given the difﬁcult economies of parking, when building
small, surface-parked apartment buildings, it is better to
mix them on blocks with less parking-intensive residential
building types like townhouses or live-work units.
Urban Center, Core and Special District (T5 and T6)
Parking Typologies
Parking strategies become increasingly difﬁcult at higher
densities of the transect, but solutions based on careful layout
and planning can minimize impacts on the public realm.
At the transitional edge between residential and mixeduse/commercial zones, multifamily parking requirements
may be managed using what is often referred to as the
“Texas Donut.” These are unadorned parking decks bordered on two sides by a 10-15 foot zone for open ventilation, and wrapped on all four sides by 35-40 foot deep

four-story wood-frame liner residential buildings. Texas
donuts as small as 220 by 246 feet have been constructed,
but economic efﬁciencies are gained when the blocks are
roughly twice that size (220 by 380 feet), and when doubleloaded wings are added to the basic conﬁguration.
To create a pleasant pedestrian realm within commercial environments, the ideal solution is to bury the
parking underground. In established communities where
land values are high, such as Washington, D.C., this has
been done for decades. However, the cost of underground
parking is often prohibitive, even in many close-in suburbs.
Structured parking is also rarely an option in the initial
phases of a new development—particularly when it must
begin life competing with the suburban strip-center paradigm. Local government cooperation can help through tax
increment ﬁnancing (TIF) and public improvement districts (PIDs). But it is often left to the designer to creatively
manage parking without ﬁnancial assistance, and without
the initial option of structured parking. Shared parking
agreements may also be negotiated between retail and
ofﬁce uses, potentially allowing parking ratios to exceed
one space for every 300 square feet.
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Today the majority of new pedestrian-oriented singleuse commercial districts and “lifestyle centers” relegate
parking to large decks at the least desirable border of their
sites—a solution that ultimately limits their direction
for future growth. The structural economics of parking
decks may also have negative impacts on the redevelopment of existing urban centers. For example, Fort Worth’s
200x200-foot preautomotive grid is today assailed by economically-sized parking structures that must bridge blocks
too small to ﬁt them, and that display large unadorned
facades to the public realm.
New pedestrian-oriented districts of entirely commercial space pose great design challenges, since ofﬁce and
retail uses require much more parking per square foot than
residential. One model is Southlake Town Square, where
the City of Southlake had prohibited residential uses in
the plan for its two-story commercial center (although this
has recently changed). Cognizant of the parking load this
directive imposed, block arrangements were studied by
David M. Schwarz/Architectural Services that managed
the vehicle demands yet placed the pedestrian ﬁrst. Ultimately, an alley system was created to access an efﬁcient,

unadorned parking deck at the center of each block.
The Southlake design allows individual blocks to
accommodate their parking load without sacriﬁcing any
prominent public street facade to a garage or parking lot.
It also allows the three-quarters of building facades that
do not face these streets to be built more economically.
Meanwhile, the alley entrances create physical separations
between buildings, allowing all ofﬁces to have windows,
and the buildings to be built without party walls according to the least expensive construction type allowed by the
building code (in this case Type III, unsprinklered).
As an incremental plan for urban development, the
arrangement has the additional beneﬁt of allowing two sides
of each block to be built initially without a parking deck. Two
adjacent blocks then create what the architect calls an “attachable urban fragment.” A project may thus begin with an
urban place, which provides the “critical mass” from which
to grow. As that place is extended, the buildings that frame
urban additions of streets and squares will also screen the
required surface parking load. Eventually structured parking
decks can be added, when the project has entered its adolescence and has enough economic energy to pay for them.
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Commercial District Superblocks Containing
Structured Parking
While parking is a land hog horizontally, in relation to
retail and ofﬁce occupancies, it is quite efﬁcient vertically.
For every two stories of ofﬁce over retail built to standard
market heights, one can build four levels of parking deck.
Nonetheless, one criticism of projects with central
above-ground structured parking is the size of blocks that
result. While the 460x480-foot blocks for the two-story
buildings at Southlake are large, suburban commercial
district plans with greater densities potentially require
giant block sizes.
Another, newer David Schwarz project, Frisco Square,
illustrates this point. The area is ultimately envisioned to
become the commercial center of a city of 250,000, containing its city hall, library, police station, and other principal buildings. It is further expected that the Dallas Area
Rapid Transit rail system will be extended to the site. But
for now the area’s four-story buildings will start their lives
as residential over retail; only later will they be converted
entirely to civic and commercial uses.
The goals of the Frisco design are to create blocks of

four-story buildings that fully envelope their parking load,
avoid expensive building types, phase easily, and create a
pleasant pedestrian-oriented environment. However, to
meet these goals—and use parking decks that are not more
than four stories high (a city requirement) —the blocks in
Frisco are enormous: 900 by 500 feet.
At Frisco, as at Southlake, efforts to limit the perceived
length of streets have included mid-block vehicular breaks
that read as streets and notched corners of the larger
blocks to accommodate squares and plazas. Clearly, other
criteria could also have allowed smaller block sizes: taller
parking decks; underground parking; permanent residential space; and more expensive construction, such as party
walls, could have been used. (Indeed, the City of Frisco did
recently allow some areas to be broken into smaller blocks
by increasing allowable deck heights and exchanging commercial uses for permanent residential.) Nonetheless, the
Southlake and Frisco master plans show that one of the
biggest challenges facing planners of new commercial
districts today is reducing the actual and perceived size of
blocks containing structured, above-ground parking.
One solution is the “half-donut,” which marries com-
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mercial uses on one or two sides of the block with half of
a Texas-donut residential design. This model was used at
City Place in West Palm Beach by Elkus Manfredi Architects, Ltd., creating blocks of 330 by 360 feet. In this design,
full-depth commercial buildings are built on two faces of a
block, while an alley serves the back of commercial buildings and ventilates a parking deck, to which liner residential
buildings adjoin and face the block’s other two sides.
Another option is to use clever tartan grids that intersperse larger (deck-bearing) blocks with smaller ones, as
in Jindalee Town Center, by Ecologically Sustainable
Design; and in the unrealized Oakhurst Plan for Orlando,

Parking Blight
The consequences of commercial parking demand are
evident throughout the American landscape, but the
causes are less clearly understood.
Historically, one reason for today’s parking blight
has been overly conservative parking requirements.
Convenient when land was cheap, they pocked suburban America with an acne of little- or unused asphalt.
Old formulas for shopping malls, driven by anchor
stores, speciﬁed one space for every 200 sq.ft. of gross
leasible area (5 spaces/1000 sq.ft.). Today ratios are
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Florida, by DPZ. Alternatively, if the ﬁnancial resources
are available, a large deck surrounded with liner buildings
can be built at the outset of a project. Located at the center
of a project, as in the Mirimar Town Center plan, by Torti
Gallas and Partners, it can be used to handle overﬂow
parking from neighboring blocks.
Paradoxically, the inclusion of mass transit often
increases the size of blocks in a new urban center. Certainly, the presence of mass transit reduces the vehicular
load from adjacent uses; in a transit-oriented design, the
parking requirement for nearby residential buildings may,
for example, be reduced from two spaces to one. However,

still conservative: retailers often demand one space per
225 sq.ft. (4.5 spaces/1000 sq.ft.). And many municipalities require one space per 75 sq.ft. for restaurants (12
spaces/1000 sq.ft.). By contrast, town-center sharedparking solutions resulting from hard negotiations by
transportation consultants may arrive at a ratio of one
space for every 325 sq.ft. of general commercial space.
The space needed to park a car also goes far beyond the
area needed to store it. In an optimized surface lot, each
space requires around 325 sq.ft. of land, after one adds in
a prorated portion of the drive aisle needed to access it.
This vast paved area then requires that additional land be
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tures required for today’s new urban centers may then be
replaced with housing or other uses. Research into parking
habits by Donald Shoup and others should also enable
more exacting, less conservative assessments of parking
requirements.
Mechanized parking systems, like those now incorporated by Panoramic Interests in projects in Berkeley, California, are a third positive development. They can reduce
both the size and cost of space required. As terms such as
“puzzle lift,” “triple lift,” and “dependent lift” enter the
design vocabulary, parking solutions may be transformed
as much by technological innovation as by regulatory,
architectural or economic change.
mass transit stations, particularly those along rail lines
in suburban locations, require huge volumes of parking
for commuters who may live only a few miles away. This
often results in at least one large parking structure near
the entrance to the transit station. One solution to integrating this into an urban plan is to “wrap” or “sleeve” it
with buildings, as Torti Gallas has proposed for Harrison
Commons’ PATH station, across the Passaic River from
Newark, New Jersey.
As some optimists have suggested, as urban center
master plans mature, dependence on automobiles may
decrease. Eventually, portions of the giant parking struc-

reserved for stormwater management.
All told, in the best of circumstances, a typical singlestory commercial building requires that a minimum onehalf to a more typical three-quarters of a site be dedicated
to parking and ancillary requirements. For a two-story
building, close to 80 percent of a site must be set aside for
surface parking.
This vast supply of parking is also expensive to build.
Surface spaces can cost from $3,000 for low-end asphalt to
$10,000 for cobbles or brick-like concrete pavers.
In a single-family residential setting, parking normally
takes the form of attached or detached wood garages on

Opposite Above: Embedded parking deck at PATH station, Harrison Commons,
Harrison, NJ, Torti Gallas and Partners.
Opposite Below: A section though a commercial block shows how parking can be
very efﬁcient a building-height standpoint. Drawings by Torti Gallas and Partners.
Left: Town Center, Mirimar, FL, Torti Gallas and Partners. Colors on center block
indicate percentage parking load from adjacent blocks.
Middle: “Half-Donut” block, CityPlace, West Palm Beach, FL, Elkus Manfredi
Architects, Ltd.
Right: Jindalee Town Center, Ecologically Sustainable Design.

top of a concrete slab, at a cost of around $13-$18,000/
space. In conventional multifamily settings, open,
undecorated, multistory precast parking decks cost anywhere from $10-$13,000/space.
If a parking deck is exposed to the public realm,
the cost of decorating its facades can push the cost of
a space to around $14-$20,000. If an above-ground
garage is fully enclosed, additional operational costs
must be incurred for ever-ready exhaust fans. Finally,
underground installations begin at $27,000/space, and
can go signiﬁcantly higher depending on subsurface
conditions.
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Visualizing Density
Julie Campoli • Alex S. MacLean
© 2007 by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy,
Julie Campoli, and Alex S. MacLean
Aerial photographs © 2007 Alex S. MacLean
This CD contains the Density Catalog section of the book
Visualizing Density by Julie Campoli and Alex S. MacLean,
which was published by the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy,
Cambridge, MA.
This CD is made available for educational purposes only,
as a way for planning officials, planning board members,
citizens, educators, and others to share information about
residential density in public meetings, classrooms, and
other such venues.

The Density Catalog
Chicago, Illinois

Key to
Street
Patterns
streets
rail line
open space
water



Density is easy to calculate. Divide the number of persons by
the number of square miles, or the number of housing units
by the number of acres, and you will know the density of a
given area. But, although measuring density is a rational process, our perception of density is neither rational nor quantifiable. What does a place look like? How does it feel to be there?
These qualitative factors, not numbers, determine how we
perceive density. We react to the physical environment, which
can be shaped in countless ways. How we arrange the streets,
buildings, and open spaces of cities and neighborhoods affects
the perception, or feeling, of density.
This density catalog shows both physical qualities and
numerical measures. It contains aerial photographs of more
than 250 neighborhoods across the country, noting the density in housing units per acre for each site. Four photographs
of each location are included—a close-up view, a context view,
a neighborhood view, and a plan view. Yellow lines superimposed on each context image show the extent of the area measured. Street pattern diagrams drawn at the same scale show
the differences in street and open space layout. The catalog is
organized by density level, from low density (less than 1 unit
per acre) to high density (296 units per acre).

The catalog provides an impartial view of many ways
to design neighborhoods. It includes a broad sample of contexts and regions, as well as design approaches. The format is
objective, with the sites represented consistently. Your evaluation of these places, however, will be subjective. You will find
some neighborhoods attractive and others unappealing. As you
browse the images, notice the variety within a given range.
For example, 13 different sites have a density between 8 and 9
units per acre. They share a similar measured density, but each
has a distinct physical character. It is not density that makes a
neighborhood appealing or appalling, but form—the street layout, arrangement of buildings, quality of architecture, and use
of open space.
This collection of images is an introduction to the visual
form of residential density, but it is also a planning and design
tool. Use it to gain consensus on the form that density should
take in your community. It will help you and others understand the link between density and design, and enable you to
conjure mental images of density you can live with.
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Less than 1 unit per acre

Beverly Hills, CA 0.2 units / acre

Hollister, CA 0.3 units / acre

Broomfield, CO 0.3 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern


plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

2 unitS per acre

Longview, WA 2.0 units / acre

Phoenix, AZ 2.1 units / acre

Beverly Hills, CA 2.2 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
11

streets

rail line

open space

water

3 units per acre

Tucson, AZ 3.4 units / acre

Kansas City, MO 3.5 units / acre

Beaufort, SC 3.6 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
19

streets

rail line

open space

water

4 units per acre

Tampa, FL 4.5 units / acre

Kansas City, KS 4.5 units / acre

Anthem, AZ 4.5 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern not available
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streets

rail line

open space

water

4 to 5 units per acre

Hollister, CA 4.8 units / acre

Tampa, FL 4.9 units / acre

Levittown, NY 5.0 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern
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plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

5 units per acre

Orlando, FL 5.3 units / acre

Longmont, CO 5.3 units / acre

Tampa, FL 5.3 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern
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plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

7 units per acre

Longmont, CO 7.7 units / acre

Boca Raton, FL 7.8 units / acre

Boise, ID 7.8 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
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streets

rail line

open space

water

8 to 9 units per acre

Portland, OR 8.9 units / acre

Tampa, FL 9.0 units / acre

Chicago, IL 9.0 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern
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plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

10 units per acre

Tampa, FL 10.5 units / acre

Boise, ID 10.6 units / acre

Charleston, SC 10.7 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
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streets

rail line

open space

water

15 to 16 units per acre

Tampa, FL 15.6 units / acre

Cleveland, OH 16.0 units / acre

Denver, CO 16.1 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
59

streets

rail line

open space

water

18 TO 19 unitS per acre

Dorchester, MA 18.4 units / acre

Tampa, FL 19.0 units / acre

Cleveland, OH 19.2 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
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streets

rail line

open space

water

29 to 31 units per acre

Tampa, FL 29.9 units / acre

Phoenix, AZ 31.5 units / acre

Los Angeles, CA 31.8 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
73

streets

rail line

open space

water

49 to 52 units per acre

Mtn. View, CA 49.3 units / acre

San Francisco, CA 52.5 units / acre

Boston, MA 52.9 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
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streets

rail line

open space

water

More than 100 units per acre

Seattle, WA 100.1 units / acre

Las Vegas, NV 104.8 units / acre

New York, NY 112.2 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
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streets

rail line

open space

water

More than 150 units per acre

Chicago 152.2 units / acre

Portland, OR 161.3 units / acre

New York, NY 199.5 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern
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plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

More than 200 units per acre

San Francisco, CA 222.0 units / acre

New York, NY 288.0 units / acre

New York, NY 296.0 units / acre

context

context

context

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

neighborhood

plan

neighborhood

street pattern

plan

street pattern
89

streets

rail line

open space

water

